Complete each word to rhyme with **rub**, then say the word.

Hint: Use the picture clues to help.

1. ![Duck with a brush]  
   
2. ![Bathtub]  
   
3. ![Underwater scene]  
   
4. ![Koala and cub]  

Comments welcome at www.starfall.com/feedback
In the blanks below, write the words that begin with **b**, then say the words.

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

In the blanks below, write the words that begin with **d**, then say the words.

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  

Word Bank

- bat
- dog
- bed
- dig
- ball
- duck
Write these words in the correct shapes, then say the words.

Name ____________________________

Write these words in the correct shapes, then say the words.

this  yes  play  she  my  have

1. yes  2.  3.  
4.  5.  6.  

Teacher Note: Practice with high-frequency words.
Write the missing short vowel in each word, then say the word.

1. d__ck
2. m__g
3. dr__m
4. j__mp
5. m__d
6. tr__ck

BRAINWORK! Circle the words that rhyme.
Circle the word that best completes the sentence, then write the word in the blank.

1. The cubs ____________.
   - hog
   - hug
   - rug

2. Mom ____________ the cake.
   - cots
   - cuts
   - cats

3. The ____________ picks us up.
   - bun
   - bet
   - bus

4. A ____________ is in the tub.
   - luck
   - duck
   - dock
Write two sentences about what you like to do for fun. Use the Word Bank above to help you.

It is fun to

BRAINWORK! Circle two words on this page that rhyme.